**Questionnaire**  
National Parliaments' activities on alleged CIA activities in European countries

**COUNTRY:**
**CHAMBER:**

1. Was there a special committee formed in your chamber, similar to the one of the EP's Temporary Committee on the alleged use of European countries by the CIA for the transport and illegal detention of prisoners - TDIP?
   - **Yes:**  
   - **No:**
   If yes;
   - **Creation date:**
   - **Name:**
   - **Powers:**
   - **MPs involved:**
   - **Outcome and work programme of the special committee:**

2. Does any other permanent committee of your chamber deal with the matters?
   - **Yes:**  
   - **No:**
   If yes;
   - **Name:**
   - **What is its mandate regarding these allegations:**
   - **MPs involved:**
   - **Outcome and work programme of the permanent committee:**

3. Which permanent committee in your Chamber supervises intelligence services of your country?
   - **Name:**
   - **What is its mandate:**
   - **MPs involved:**
   - **Outcome and work programme in the area of these allegations:**

4. Has your Chamber been involved in another activities relating to these allegations (debate, report, etc.)?

Contact person for the questionnaire: Tomasz BAŇKA, [tbanka@europarl.eu.int](mailto:tbanka@europarl.eu.int), +32/2/2831484